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State Quiz Bowl Champions 2020-2021

This year the junior high quiz bowl team won first place at the Northeast Arkansas
Educational Cooperative Invitational Tournament, first place at the 5A East Conference

Tournament, and first place at the State Junior High Quiz Bowl Tournament.  They competed at
the National Academic Championship on May 22-23.

The team includes:

9th graders: Jo Beth Mitchell, Hannah Vowell, Keller Hall, Kasyn Orr

8th graders: Sam Hooten, Dylan Goodman, Lily Agee, Charlotte Young, Sindia Michael

7th grade: Dalen Burroughs



AP Literature Senior Character Day

AP Literature students dressed in costumes for Character Day in May. They dressed like a
character they studied in the senior AP Literature class.

AP Language Mock Exam

AP Language juniors took an AP Mock Exam on Saturday, May 1st, in the PHS cafeteria.



“Bridge Projects” by OGE ALP Students

Each ALP student at OGE used two plastic cups and a piece of construction paper to create a
bridge. They folded the construction paper in various ways trying to create the strongest bridge.
The strength of the bridge was determined by the number of Valentine Conversation hearts that

it could hold without collapsing.

ALP STEM Activity at OGE

Another STEM activity at OGE involved using spaghetti noodles and mini marshmallows to
create the tallest structure possible in twenty minutes. Once students began the activity they

found it very challenging to create a stable structure.



“The Great Candy Debate”

AP Language and Composition juniors were randomly assigned a candy that they had to defend
or discredit based on the expectations of proper argumentation. This served as an introduction

to Question 3: Argument Unit.



Science Lab Stations

Students in Jennifer Langston's Pre-AP 7th grade science classes rotated through lab stations
in order to identify chemical and physical changes.

Stained Glass Window Project

Students in Zoe Hinson’s Pre-AP Algebra I class practiced graphing lines in slope-intercept
form. Examples included lines with positive, negative, zero, and undefined slopes. When

completed, the correctly graphed lines created a “stained glass window” that could be colored
for a fun art-math crossover project.



Human Cheek Cell Project

Students in Caleb Williams’ Pre-AP biology class studied cells and learned how to use
microscopes. The students scraped the inside of their cheeks and mixed it with a drop of

methylene blue to create a slide.  The methylene blue is used to color the cell membrane in
order for the students to see their cheek cells under the microscope.  After they were finished

with the cheek cells, they created slides of pond water to look at single celled organisms.
Included are pictures of the students along with what they were seeing. The lab involved

pictures taken with the Ipad, so students at home could have a similar experience.



Pythagorean Spiral Project

Students in Kelly Reddick’s class worked on an annual "Pythagorean Spiral Project." Usually
these are done on poster boards. Due to COVID, this assignment was scaled down. This project

starts with an isosceles right triangle and continues creating right triangles until it spirals. With
this project, the students worked with the Pythagorean Theorem, found patterns, and learned to

construct right triangles using a ruler.



ALP Students Create Holiday Cards

Students of Karen Snyder, Advanced Placement Coordinator for the Paragould School District,
created holiday cards for the residents and employees of the Greene Acres Nursing Home as a

community service project.  Students in Snyder’s 1st grade classes, as well as Gifted and
Talented students in grades 7-12, created 253 cards.

The students created the cards in hopes that each employee and resident of the facility would
receive a card as encouragement for the hard times everyone is facing due to the Covid-19

pandemic and to help everyone at Greene Acres Nursing Home have a happier holiday season.

Kindergarten Students Use Visual Thinking to Create
Tangram Puzzle Pictures



WWE and Baldwin ALP Students Create
Rube Goldberg Contraptions



“Eighth Wonder of the World” Projects



STEM Activities at WWE and Baldwin



Students Create Objects with Plus Plus Tubes

“All About Me” Boxes and Bags



Split Self-Portraits to Share Interests and Hobbies



“Ten Black Dot Creations” by Kindergarten
Students at PPS



OGMS Sixth Graders Create Math Tessellations

Sixth graders in PreAP Math at OGMS have been creating tessellations. A tessellation is the covering
of a plane using one or more geometric shapes, called tiles, with no overlaps and no gaps. In Math,

tessellations can be generalized to higher dimensions and a variety of geometries.



ALP students...learning to be great leaders!


